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Here you can find the menu of La Cocina Latín Cuisine in Pennsauken Township. At the moment, there are 19
menus and drinks on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Maria Kamilli

likes about La Cocina Latín Cuisine:
I ordered Mofongo with fried chicken And half rotisserie chicken with rice. It was delicious the mofongo had a

garlic/ butter flavor that was amazing.Rice and chicken was great. Would buy again. read more. As a guest, you
can use the WiFi of the restaurant free of charge, And into the accessible rooms also come visitors with
wheelchairs or physiological limitations. What Ed Morales doesn't like about La Cocina Latín Cuisine:

What happened!? Haven’t been here in awhile because barber shop i went to closed down but was in the area
decided to stop in..First thing you notice is how dirty the place looked especially the food bar doesn’t hurt to wipe

down after every serving just not a good look...then the customer service was not the same the girls behind
counter seems like your bothering them or something kinda feel intimidated to ask them w... read more. At La
Cocina Latín Cuisine in Pennsauken Township, you get a abundant brunch in the morning and you can at will
feast, with their tasty sweet and spicy sauces and spices, the Spanish cuisines are a favorite among the

visitors. Also, they proffer you fine seafood menus, They also present nice South American cuisine to you on
the menu.
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Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

Sauce�
SALSA SAUCE

M�ica� Foo�
EMPANADAS

Snack� & �ngerfoo�
TOSTONES

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

Desser�
TRES LECHES CAKE

CARAMEL PUDDING

Ingredient� Use�
PRAWNS

BEANS

BUTTER

GARLIC

SEAFOOD

MEAT

BEEF

PORK MEAT

CHICKEN

RED SNAPPER
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 08:00 -20:30
Wednesday 08:00 -20:30
Thursday 08:00 -20:30
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